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A Study of the Cultural and Intellectual
Environment Reflected in Six
Novels by Jane: AurJten

HONORS INliliPBNLBNT
Kathy Olive
23 April 1jB4

~TUDY

Psychologists have argued for years over the effects of heredity versus the effects of the environment in the development of
the individual. While both play

~1n

important role in everyone • s

development the artist or writer leaves behind a more visible record of these effects- Although not written from a psychologist's
viewpoint, this paper will focus on the environment which helped
to shape the novelist Jane Austen and the

reflection of

that

environment which is found in her six major novels: Northanger
Abbey, Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Persuasion,
!:.~ 1

and Mansfield Park.
The life Of the gentry in eighteenth-century England was

a comfortably secure one. Although the income of the gentry did
not equal that of the aristocracy, their standard Of living was
vastly hisher than that of the lower classes. Together 'r'lith the
aristocracy they formed the ruling class. Indeed, besides income,
the only other major difference bet.ween the gentry and the aristocracy lay in the area of politics, where t.he
di t.ionally Tory and the aristocracy

~.Yhig.

gentry were tra-

In this segment of so-

ciety, "Manners were looked on almost. as an aspect of morals: politE~ncss

almost as a virtue. Concern for politeness was, like e1

erything else, checked by realistic good sense."
For the

most. part, the gentry, like the aristocracy, were

orthodox Anglicans. IN a society which accepted class distinction
as a normal part of life, "A good Christian ••• was a man who did

2

his duty in that st"te Of life to which .i.t pleased God to call
2

him •••• "

•rhe duties of their class included benevolence, pru3

dence, honesty, and public spirit..

Moderation was also a hi9hly

prized virtue. These beliefs reflect an overall attitude which
colored almost every aspect of life.

"M.~n

"'as r·cim.a.rily

as a social being a~d judged by his conduct as such."

reg~uded

4

'rhe gentry yere eighteenth-century conservatives who helieved that

••• God created society with such a degree of precision that each unit, whether it be thP primary one of
the individual or one of the smallest groupinos of the
family and the village, is a microcosm of the who~e.
For the eid'tteenth...century conservative it would t.herefore have appeared unnecessary to employ the l~rge
scale methods of the historian or the sociologist in
order to arrive at an understanding of th~ major forces at work in society. All thCI.t was required was to
examine the conduct of the individual in the contt~.xt
of his family and immediate community .. 5

Gentry families were those of " ••• squires and better-born
parsons, of naval and military officers and the fellows of Oxford
6

and Cambridge colleges...

It was into this world that Jane Austen

was born on December 16, 1775, the seventh of eight children of a
~ell-connected

Anglican minister. According to Lord David Cecil,

" ••• Jane Austen was lucky in having an easy childhood and adolescence. She is one of the few persons of genius who, as far as
we know, managed to reach the age of eighteen without having felt
7

noticeably lonely or rebellious or misunderstood."

A close-knit,

l1appy family provided a stable bacjground for the development of
Jane Austen's talent. Characteristic of the arye in which they

3

lived, the Austen children \vere taught the importance of keeping
8

social life pleasant..

They were also taught to cultivate the

virtues of unselfishness, self-control, prudence, and good hu9

mor.

Good humor was an integral part of life at. Steventon nee-

tory. The object of thin humor was human absurdity and affecta-

10
tion.

i~rom

the beginning this sense of humor Has to emer<Je in

her Hriting.
After attempting to have Jane and her sinter Cassandra educatcd at various boarding schools, George Austen

~nally

decided

to educate his daught.ers at home as he hail their brothers. 1\]though he did not subject them to the same requirements o.f study
as his sons, JanR " ••• grew up well read in the English classics,
prose and poetry, with a reasonable knowledqe of history and
French, some acquaintance with Italian and, above all, able to
express herself in her own language with ease, accuracy and poll
Literature and history were her favorite subjects and
lish."
her favorite authors included Johnson, Fielding, and Richardson.
True to the views of the day concerning appropriate areas of study
for

women, Latin, Greek, mathematics, anf philosophy played no

part in her education.
Although somewhat shy as a child, by the time she reached
her middle teens

••• she had learned to ronc~al if not wholly to overcome jner shyness7 ••• it was sufficientlt under control ~s to be no-impediment to her enjoying the new
pleasures open to her as a fully grown-up young lady.
She did enjoy them. Like the other girls of.her acquaintance, ::;he liked balls and dinnAr partJ.e~>, took
a lively thougll not obsessive interest in dress and

4

fashion; and, as much as other girls was interested
in young men. She was attractive enough to have little trouble getting on with them.l2

Social life for the yQung ladies of St(wenton Rectory revolved
around morning calls, dinner and card parties, and dances. In ad-

13
dition, the Austens regularly participated in amateur theatricals.
WhPn George Austen's health began to decline, his wife and
dau9hters moved with him to Ba.th. While in Bath, Jane met the
young clergyman who seems to have

be(~n

the only man she ever loved.

Only a few weeks after they met he was forced to leave Bath ·to attend to an important business matter. He had intended to returtt1
however, he suddenly became ill

a1~

died. Although his name remains

unknown, he evidently had a profound impact on Jane's life. She later became engaged to Harris Bigg-Withers, but broke the

engage-

ment the next day. All records indicate that she never became romantically involved again.
George Austen died in 1805 • .1\fter. his deathq Martha Lloyd,
the sister of his son J·a.mes' second \-life, moved :in wi t.h his widow
and daughters. The four of them travelled first to Southampton and
then to Chawton, where they set up housekeeping at Chawton Cottage.
Here Jane faced

~

••• a dull futur8 as a spinster in reduced cir-

cumstances, confoned indefinitely to a monotonous existence in a
14
small country village."
Daily life may or may not have seemed dull. For Jane, piano
practice preceded breakfast. Reading and writing occupied the morning hours. A walk followed luncheon. The hours between dinner and
bed were filled with sewing, cards, or reading. It was out of this

5

lifestyle, relieved by visits from the many nieces and nephews,
that she revised the earlier manuscripts and began new ones. ?rom
these would come Northanger Abbey, Sense and Sensibility, ?ride
and i:rejudice,
-

i:ersuasion, Enuna, and Mansfield F'ark.

However uneventful and isolated this life may have been, it
had at times been touched by the larger sphere of thirigs. For example, one of her cousins lost her husband in the French Revolution.
In addition, two of her brothers were naval officers in the Napoleonic wars. The larger sphere of things enters into her novels in
much the same way, ie. indirectly rather than hy first hand experienccs. According to Christopher Kent,

••• the novelist is in danger of being judged chiefly
by the degree to which he fits retrospectively prescribed emphases and directions into the historical
background of his work. Notoriously, Jane Austen fails
these tests. Quite unashamedly she seems to flout Fanny
Burney's Law: that it is 'impossible to delineate any
picture of hl,lman life without r~ference to the i:"rench
!~evolution. • 1 5

r'urthermore, "It io this sense of participation, rather than having
/histor:t.7 all packaged and labelled that is perhaps most satisfying
16

to the historian who enters Jane Austen's world."

Because of the

view which her contemporaries held of the individual as a microcosm
of the whole

••• Jane Austen's decision to deal with the minutae
of her characters' social lives ••• rather than to
follow Sir Thomas Dertram into the House of Commons
or Captain Wentworth to sea would not have seemed
to /them7 to reflect any intention of escaping sociaT reality. On the contrary, they would have recog-

6

nized that she was directly encountering the kind
of moral questions that had to be answered if a society based on a code of duty and obligation was to
flourish.l7

vivid views of gentry life in the Southern
18
her novels use love,
counties during the late Georgian period,"
?roviding "

courtship, and marriage as the rnajor theme to portray this lifestrle. In her world, the stages of courtship, " .•• initial attraction, flirtation, infatuation, and love--develop within a
social world and are subject to intttose social scrutin)'. Moreover, the public e'Je is readilt offended by any deviation from
19
The "courtship conventions,"
the various courtship conventions."
the rigidlt prescribed behavior, the publicity with which the
courtship must be conducted are subjected to" .•• the scrutiny of
20

irony and common sense ••• ·~

in her novels.

In the novels, the first stage of courtship, initial attraction, more often than not occurs between two opposite ener,gies. ior example, in

~:t:~<!~-~l!.<!,_~~~tl!.t!~~~

Elizabeth is attract-

ed to Dare'/ not because thef are alike, but because they are unlike each other. The same is true of Marrianne and Colonel Brandon in ~~~~~-~!!.~-~~~~~~~~~~~ and of Enwa and Mr. Knightle'J in
Emma.
The second stage, flirtation,

is often indistinguishable from courtship. In the
beginning, the same behaviour--attention, admiration,
teasing, flattery, even professions of devotion--may
be appropriate to both. But the two cannot be confused
in the end, for courtsh~f 'means' something--marriage-and flirtation nothing.

7

Difficulties arise when one of the parties involved engages in
this type of behavior with the idea of courtship in mind while
the other partit is thinking of it merely in terms of
Or, as in the case of Henrt Craw.ford in

flirtr~tion.

~!~r~~~...~.E!.~r!_:t:~:t:_~,

a cha-

racter may deliberatelt set out to deceive bt his behavior. Another possible cause of confusion mal" be a character's failure
to properlt identify the object of these attentions,

is the

dS

case in Emma.
The third stage of courtship, infatuation, " •.• often in22

volves attraction to a consciouslt predetermined ideal."

This

is exemplified in the relationship between Edmund Bertram and
Mart Crawford in

~~~~~~~~~-~~~~·

Edmund forms an ideal of what

Mart is like. He is infatuated with that ideal and not with the
real Mart. As long as possible he ignores the facts which point
out that the two are not the same.
lor Austen, love, the final stage of courtship and the one

which should lead to marriage, is based upon mutual esteem, mutual knowledge, and, contrary to social conventions, " ..• an equality as complete as differences between the characters themselves
23

This can be seen in the conclusions of all six novels.
In three of her novels, she uses the mentor relationship to
bring the hero and the heroine together. Edmund assumes the role
of advisor and confidante for iannt in

r.!_C!_~~~;_e;_~~-~~~~,

Knightlet

for Emma in ~~, and Darct for Elizabeth in ~~~~~-~~~-~~e:.i~~~~~·
According to Jan S. iergus,

8

Austen seizes on the mentor relation, a dissatisfting
plot invention of eighteenth-centurt didactic fiction,
as a convenient means to dramatise the conscious or
unconscious sexual attraction that can develop over
time in conjunction with intimate knowledqe.24

Although sexual attraction is presented both as agame and a contest, "It is in knowledge and intimact •.. that Austen prefers
to locate the most enduring sexual responses; she trusts sexual
25

attraction only when it is based on knowledge."
~~%!!!~...~.€!.!.'!._'?_~~~-'

sexual attraction

t.:3. 1

As seen in

become dangerous when the

social conventions are ignored. During the preparations for the
play

~~~~~~~-~~~~,

vate conduct

of

greater opportunities are given for the pri-

courtship. The absence of publicness constitutes

a removal of restraint. Also the rehearsal of the plat necessitates phtsical contact. Any phtsical contact is rare in Austen's
26

world, therefore it has the greater sexual and emotional power.
Although .rane Austen's marriages were based to some extent
on equality of the partners, an unusual concept at that time, she
would not have sympathized with the modern and feminist view
27

that wives

ar~

an oppressed race."

None of her heroines has ant ambition to be admitted
into the professions, to manage an estater or to join
the armf. Instead, thet concentratP. their energies into the world of ma.nners until, at the conclusions of
the novels, theY' add to this the concerns of marriage.
/lor Jane Austen/ the restrictions imposed on the woman's social rofe do not diminish its importance. Rather, basing her case on contemporariy conservative
philosophy, she argues that thos.e who control manners
and the home have a grit:ical :role to plat in pr.eGerving the status quo'. 2

9

Her views do differ signifcant.lt from those of her contemporaries. iirst, and perhaps most importantlt, she " ••• op-

erates on the assumption that women are· inherently as intelli29

gent and rationL'll as men."

Moreover, she believes " ••• that

intellectual abilities are as desirable in the woman as in the
30

man."

This belief is best illustrated in the relationship and

conversations between Catherine Moreland and John Thorpe in
~C?..~t:.l!~I!.CJ.~~ -~~-t.

iurthermore, she places little emphasis on the "accomplishments" which societr deemed necessar f for JOlln<J ladies. Her
heroines, while well-mannered, are remarkably unaccomplished in
the areas of art, music, etc. In addition, " •.. none of them are
called upon to improve in these areas. Their education is complete so far as Jane Austen is concerned once thet have corrected
31

certain failings in judgement and/or feeling."
and Catherine (in

l'!~T:.~l!.~.I!'l~~_l~.~l:?.~t)toge·ther

;:~i_<-!~_C!.J!c!_;:~~tl!<!i;.C:..~)

Emma (in Emma}

with Elizabeth(in

provide three good examples of "unaccomp-

lished" heroines.
J\.lthough she differed from them in these respects, Jane
Austen agreed with her contemporaries that the two main functions
of women in societt were to preserve and promote good manners
and to regulate domestic life. This, however did not seemat all
unimp{)rtant becuase of the eighteenth-century microcosmic view
of societf.

The lives of Jane Austen's heroines, who spend much

o:. their time at balls, dinners, and on extended visits,
shoul not,

th~refore,

be considered trivial. Essentiallt

they are en~aged in receivng an education in manners,
the subtilties of which can be fullt explored onlr in
the context of the formal social occasion, and are
thus being prepared for their role as arbiters of
manners and preservers of morals. 3 2

Since the weddings in her novels come at the end of the story rather than at the beginning, she concerns herself primarilt with
women as preservers of manners and morals. However. she does address the role of women in the regulation of domestic life, especiallf in the education of fOung children. This is particularly
prominent in

~~1!.~~~~~'!-~~:t:.~,

where the education which iannt re-

ceives at Mansfield is contrasted with that of her brothers and
sisters at ?ortsmouth.
In the world of eighteenth-centurr England, the family occupied a vert important place.

iamily duties were especiallt emphasized; for the familt was the nursert of social virtues, the divinely
ordered, natural unit around which a coherent society
was built and maintained; and marriage was for the
eighteenth-century Christian an institution involvin~
lifelong and serious obligations. ?arents and children
were also united bt a bond involving serious obligation on both sides.33

This is also the orser of things in Jane Austen's novels. ?roblems
arise when the obligations of marriage and family ara not taken
seriously. The sanctity of marriage and the prudence of choosing
a mate wisely are ignored in

~~~~~~~l~-~~:t:.~

when Maria leaves her

husband for Henrt Crawford and Julia elopes with Mr. fates. Both
)'oung ladies suffer for their foll·ies. In

~~C!,f

Emma's match-

11

making brings nothing but grief to herself and those she "helps."
Tom Bertram incurs his father's \V"rath in Hansfield ?ark when he

--------------

persists inthe production of

~~V~':~~ _'?_~~~'

.

knowing that his .fa-

ther will..not like it. If, in ~~~<!~.-~l!<!...~~~.t'!.C!~q~, Mr. Bennet had
fulfilled his duties as a father, Ltdia would not have eloped with
i

ickham.
Despite the problems brought on by their failures, Jane

Austen's families remain securely established in the world of the
gentrt. Their lifest)'le remains that ;Jith which she was familiar.
Their dailt life could, for the most part, have been lived out
within the walls of Steventon Rectory or Chawton Cottage. Morning
calls, hunting, card parties, dinners, and occasional dances formed
the mainstays of their social lives. This lifesttle was characterized by an abundance of leisure time.
In her early novels, ~~1!~~-~~~-~~l!~~~~~~~t, ~~~<!~-~%!<!_~~~~
tl!.'!.~<:_~,

and

t!~:r:1:.~E!.l!<i~~-~l?.~~i,

" ...

Austen seems to have been in-

fluenced by a convention about leisure which she discovered in
33

earlier eighteenth-century novelists."

This convention was the

admiration of those who had the" ... ability to fill up immense
tracts of leisure time with constructive activities that make
34

them better people."

However, Jane Austen's heroines do not live

up to that ideal. They tend to waste more of their time than they
spend profitably.

But in her later novels many of the ideas about work
and leisure which she emplots reflect those of her favorite moralist, Samuel Johnson, a writer who consistentlt stresses. the importance of useful labour in the
achievment of sjlf-definition, sanity, contentment, and
even salvation. 5

12

This change in outlook is paricularlt evident in

~~l!~~~~l:_C!__~~_r:_~,

in which iannt becomes happy at Mansfield only after she becomes
useful. Likewise the hero, Edmund, actuallt does the work in his
parish rather than assigning it to a curate. Two aspects of the
"work ethic" are demonstrated here. ii.rst, "The wo.rker must der.ive
his sense of identitt from
and not merely

a.ctivitic~s

that are socialli valuable

from activities that. are prirnari1 1 intended to
36

improve or amuse himself

a~

an individual."

This part of the

work ethic applies pri mar il t to i anny. E urtherrl't)'Ce, "... the
enterJ?rise in "''hich the worker E!nqages must rf.!quire sustained

E~f-

37

fort. '1

This facet applies primarily to Edmund.
The topics of eighteenth-centurt literature are also a part

of Jane Austen's novels . .?opuJ.ar literature of that day can be
divided into two broad categories. '' ... novels of Sentiment ~ii~l,
designed to stimulate aqreea.ble tears, and novels of Terror /_sic_!,
38

designed to

awak~

agreeable shudders."

She read both varieties,

and" ••• was pleased to find them absurd as well as

absorbing~

This mixed reaction was later to prove an inspiration to her own
39

work."
Al th. ough she uses some of t.he conventions of eighteenthcenturt literature, she does not use othe1·s, o:r: rather, she modifies them for her use. Even those that she uses are often the
object of her ridicule. One of the conventions which she ridicules is that of the perfect heroine. The novel which brlst illustra.tes this is

~~:r:.t:.l!~~f{~_l~-~~E;_.(r

in which she utilizes the cha-

racter of Catherine Moreland and the technique of demonstration
by negation. She points out that although

Catherin~

docs not

13

have certain qualities which convention prescribed as necessart
for a heroine, she is, nontheless, a heroine.
Other conventions which she ridicules but uses include the
violent ca tast.rophe (l'!~~t:_l!_'!_t:<!C:.~ -~~?.~~_(, ~~I!~~_'!.I!C! _~~l!~i}?.~l:.~t:_t_, and
M..~~.~~~C:.~<!_t:~:t;-~)

r

the Cinderella motif (~~~1::.1:.<:1!~~~-~J:.?.l?.~t., ~~~<!~

~~~-~~C:.i~<!~~~' ~~~~~~~~~-~~~~' and ~~~~), love or friendship at

first sight (I'!~:r;:t)!~l!<:L~:r;:-~~~E!ir and ~<:.1!~~-~r:.'!_~~r:.~~l?.~~~t;_.(), the
(~~;_t;.i!~l!<:!.~~-!;.l?_l?_~.t)

melodramatic happy ending
written communication

O':!<?.:r::t:.l!.~I!CJ..C:.~ _l:~I?_E~t)

; the importance of

, the seduction/elopement

(~t:_~c!_~-~l!<!_iCt:_~i"!.C!.~~r:_, and t'!_~l!~~~~~c!. -~~:t:.~>

, and the theme of Vir-

tue ?ersecuted (Mansfield ?ark). All of the novels are reflections

--------------

to some extent of the didactic novel. All make use of such stock
characters as the chaperone, the clergyman, and the oppposing re40

lative.
According to Henrietta Ten Harrnsel, it is not strange that
Jane Austen continues to use the conventions which she ridicules
because she 1oes not use them in the conventional wa1s. Rather
she transforms them bt the use of" •.. realism, developing cha41

.racter, variety of function, ancl irony."
Another motif, common t:o Romantic fiction, which ,Jane Austen
uses is that of the "

double prison, in which a journet of

apparent liberation from captivity leads only to a more implacable
42

arrest."

While in other novels this is applied literallt, ac-

cording to Nina Auerbach it is societt which imprisons the hero43

ines of Austen's novels.
Satirizing t.he Gothic and Romantic

novels~

:While at the

~~:c<,l'=!

time making use of their conventions), Austen 1 s novels, acco;nding

14

to Suan Morgan, mat be divided into two categories. The first,
which includes ~~~~, 1'!~:;:1:,l!~l'!.<!C:.:t:._~l?_~t::_t., and ~:r:. ~C!t:;. -~~'!.<! -~:r:.t::.:t~<! ~c:_~,

are novels of crisis. In these, a particular event enables the
heroine to see herself more clearlt. The second categorr, the
novels of passage, include ~~1'!.~~-~~<!-~~l'!.~~l?.~~~t:_i_, ~~~'!.~~!~~<!
~~:r:.~,

and

~~:r:.~~~~~~l'!.·

In these, increased self-knowledge is ac-

quired bt the heroine not as the result of a particular event,
44

but as a result of the passage of time.
The societ,t in which these young ladies move is, adrnittedlt,
a restricted one. Jane Austen's

view of human·nature was limited in the first
place by her circumstances. she wrote about men and
women as she herself had known them. Her view was
further limited by her sex, bt the fact that she
saw only as much of humanit}' as was visible to a
ladj, and this was when a lady's view was narrowly
confined bt convention, so that the onlt people
she ever knew well belonged to her class and lived
in her neighborhood. Secondly--and this is more important--her view was conditioned bt the nature of
her inspiration. It was confined to those aspects
which happened to stimulate her individual creative
imagination. ior Jane Austen, this meant life in
its private aspects; she was stirred to portray men
and women only in relation to the!~ family and
friends and social acquaintances.

Within these boundaries Jane Austen was enormouslt successful.
As a reflection of the philosophical, religious, political, and
cultural environment in which the gentry lived her novels were popular with her contemporaries and continue to be read toda.f. Although
thet provide an accurate account of the lifesttle of onlt a small
segment of eighteenth-centurt English societt, the.t are not dated.

15

Some things have changed greatlt in two hundred years. Human nature
has not. The types of characters which Austen uses, their relationships with each other, and the situations in which thet become
involved are still being used in todat's fiction as a reflection
of the forces in the environment which are shaping todat's writers.
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